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1. All of these strategies may help autistic individuals while in a community setting except?
a. Reduce distractions
b. Organized environment
c. Cluttered environment
d. Provide signs for clear directions

2. What do many autistic people have a hard time managing?
a. Technology expectations
b. Social expectations
c. Money expectations
d. Food expectations

3. What time of day at a community event might be the most overwhelming for an autistic
individual?

a. Morning
b. Night
c. Least crowded times
d. Most crowded times

4. What would be a good solution for someone who has autism who needs to speak to an
employee but doesn’t feel comfortable communicating face-to-face?

a. There is no solution
b. Provide technology supports like a keyboard chat
c. Provide signs that direct people to employees
d. Learn sign language

5. What are two easy ways to promote community safety factors? (PICK 2)
a. Have entrances and exits clearly labeled
b. Provide technology supports
c. Avoid using signs and visuals
d. Avoid putting sharp objects out on display

6. What information might you include in a customer success story for an autistic individual
to read about a venue?

a. Only good factors
b. Only bad factors
c. Describe a typical experience
d. Customer success stories are not helpful
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7. What can employees do to help improve communication with customers?
a. Employees wear clothes that blend in with customer clothing
b. Employees wear clearly designated uniforms
c. Employees don’t wear matching uniforms
d. Employees are easily found

8. Which of these requires some degree of social skills?
a. Knowing when and who to ask for help
b. Being able to navigate a social setting
c. Effectively communicate what you need
d. All of the above

9. Where is the best place to put technology supports?
a. In a predictable and easily found location
b. In the corner
c. In a hidden room
d. People must bring their own

10. Social supports like images and can help…
a. autistic individuals
b. Individuals who speak other languages
c. Individuals who have different cultures
d. All of the above

Answer Key
1. c
2. b
3. d
4. b
5. a & d
6. c
7. b
8. d
9. a
10. d


